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IAFM-OPS-HUP 29 November 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJ: GRILL FLAME Meeting, DARCOM, 28 Nov 78 

l.(S) DA representatives met at HQ DARCOM to discuss project GRILL FLAME and what 
Army position should be. Individuals present were: 

Dr. Haley - DARCOM 
COL Capps - OACSI, HQ DA 
COL DeProspero - AM.SAA 
Mr. Kramar - AMSAA 
Maj Stoner - OACSI, HQ DA 
Maj Watt - HQ INSCOM 
Mr. Clinton - MIRADCOM 
Mr. Green - MIRADCOM 

2. (S/NOFORN) Dr. Haley asked the various representatives to provide the group with 
a brief update as to their activities in the GRILL FLAME area. 

a. Mr. Kramas, AMSAA: Contract with SRI is being rewritten, to include 
INSCOM participation. Meanwhile, AM.SAA has been conducting experiements on their 
own--thus far have completed 20 and results are being Judged now. 

b. Maj Watt, INSCOM: Highlighted recent trip to SRI and covered 
major MILESTONES for project concerned with training INSCOM personnel at SRI. 

c. Mr. CJ..inton: MIRADCOM presently does not have any outstanding projects 
in the GRILL FALME CATEGORY; however, he had Mr. Green present short briefing 
on MIRADCOM proposal for a project involving psychokinesis (PK) phenomenon. 
Dr. Raley requested that MG Thompson be made aware of the proposal and that 
evenuually Dr. La Berge should be briefed. Col Capps and Maj Stoner were going 
to follow through on this topic. 

3, Maj Stoner and Maj Watt briefed Dr. HaleJ (at his request) on the major points 
covered at the DoD GRILL FLAME meeting earlier in the day. 

4. Dr. Haley requested all members to look at what information should be made 
available to the public or not made available. He was concerned that Army could 
look "bad" if news broke concerning Army involvementt in paranormal activities and 
there was not an acceptable s~ory prepared for release. 

5, Meeting adjourned at 1530 hrs. 

~ f.),W~ 
' MURRAY B~ATT 

Maj, MI 
GRILL FLAME 
Project Officer, INSCOM 
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